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Wondershare DVD to iPhone Converter an easy-to-use DVD Converter for iPhone . It can
rip DVD movies to iPhone/iPhone 3G/iPhone 3G S supported video formats.

Turning your iPhone to portable DVD player
We all love to watch our favorite DVD movies. However, watching DVD at home is not the
only choice, instead, you can turn your iPhone to a portable DVD player with Wondershare
DVD to iPhone Converter, so you can watch your favorite DVDs (anywhere and anytime) on
your iPhone and sweep off all boring time.

Saving your iPhone space
It’s great to put whole DVD video to iPhone and watch it. But it takes too much space on your
phone memory. DVD to iPhone converter allows you to edit DVD video to only convert
selected DVD chapters, trim video length, crop video (full screen), and select subtitle and
soundtrack. You can control your DVD video's size and length with our DVD to iPhone
converter.

Download Wondershare DVD to iPhone Converter for free now and enjoy your favorite DVD
movies on your iPhone anywhere and anytime!

Key Features

Convert DVD to iPhone and clone DVD subtitle
Turn DVD movies on iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3G S and enjoy it on the go

Convert DVD to iPhone video

Convert DVD to iPhone 3G Video MP4, MP4 AVC, MPEG-4, M4V formats with excellent
output quality.

Convert DVD to iPhone audio

Extract audio from DVD to iPhone, iPhone 3G\iPhone 3GS MP3, M4A and AAC.

Clone subtitle to specialize the output

Clone title and do extra settings to output a totally different video with special subtitle and
audio track.

Powerful video editing –Trim/clip, crop, merge, capture, add watermark
Create personalized movie and watch on the iPhone anywhere
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Trim movie length

Trim the length of any DVD chapter or title to capture your favorite clips.

Crop video

Cut off the black edges from your DVD movie and enjoy your DVD on iPhone with full screen.

Merge DVD chapters/titles

Let you choose to merge all selected DVD chapters or titles into one file.

Capture movie screen

Capture your favorite movie screenshots and save them as jpeg or bmp format.

Add watermark

Add either text or image as watermark to coin and color your video files in a personalized
way.

Preview and compare

Two real time preview windows let you compare and get the best video effects out of your
movies.

Advanced setting and optimized profiles
Effortlessly fulfill your diverse requirements and get custom-built output format files

Defined output format files

You can define your own output format files and save it for next use.

Customize video and audio output files

Configure an output profile such as Resolution, Frame Rate, Encoder and Bit Rate for every
video or audio conversion you need.

Easy operation and free technical support
Easier doing and better enjoyment

Easy-to-use

Just a few clicks to rip and copy DVD movies to iPhone\iPhone 3G\iPhone 3GS.

Free technical support

Online 7X24 hours e-mail technical support.

Auto Live update

Its auto-check for update ensures you get the latest version of program.

System Requirement
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Supported OS     Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP/Vista and Windows 7
Processor     >750MHz Intel or AMD CPU
Free hard disk space     100 MB or more
RAM     256 MB or above
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